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Real Estate Development and Investment Overview:

In the rapidly evolving world of property, "Real Estate Development and Investment" stands as the
pinnacle among real estate development courses. It amalgamates the depth of real estate
management courses with the precision of real estate investment courses. Delving further,
participants will harness the potential of real estate investing courses and the strategies taught in
real estate marketing courses. Our curriculum is built upon the solid foundation of real estate finance
courses, aiming to provide the best real estate course experience. This course real estate
professionals vouch for also offers a valuable real estate certificate course stamp. With
comprehensive real estate training, even those looking for training for real estate agents will find
immense value. The curriculum integrates the essence of sales training real estate to enhance agent
capabilities. Dive deep into professional real estate training and augment your knowledge with
dedicated real estate investment training sessions. Our real estate training program is unparalleled
in its design and execution. We also offer unique training for real estate enthusiasts, and specific real
estate assistant training and real estate team training to hone team dynamics.

 

Target Audience:

Real Estate Developers
Real Estate Investment Analysts
Property Managers
Sales Agents looking for real estate training.
Real Estate Assistants requiring real estate assistant training.
Teams seeking real estate team training.

 

Targeted Organizational Departments:

Real Estate Development Department
Property Management Department
Investment Analysis Department seeking real estate investment training.
Marketing Teams eager for real estate marketing course content.

 

Targeted Industries:

Real Estate Agencies
Property Development Firms
Investment Banking sectors focusing on real estate investment course essentials.



 

Course Offerings:

Comprehensive understanding of real estate development course content.
Effective property management strategies from top real estate management courses.
Investment strategies from the best real estate investment courses.
Insights from real estate investing courses to optimize your investment portfolio.
Real estate marketing course techniques to sell properties effectively.
Financial strategies derived from leading real estate finance courses.
Sales training real estate techniques for better conversions.

 

Training Methodology:

This real estate training program uses a diverse blend of learning methodologies. Case studies bring
in real-world challenges faced in real estate investment courses and solutions from real estate
management courses. Group work promotes team synergy, essential for those undergoing real
estate team training. Interactive sessions make the best real estate course engaging, while feedback
sessions, inspired by professional real estate training, ensure continuous improvement.

 

Course Toolbox:

Comprehensive Workbook: A blend of course real estate fundamentals.
Property Investment Software
Real estate marketing course templates
Checklists for real estate assistant training tasks
Online resources from top real estate development courses.
Role-play scripts for sales training real estate.

 

Course Agenda:

Day 1: Foundations of Real Estate, Ethics, and Valuation Basics in GCC

Topic 1: Overview of the Development Process in the GCC - Economic Perspective and the
Six Phases of Development.
Topic 2: Historical Perspective of Real Estate Development in the GCC.
Topic 3: Business Ethics in Real Estate with a focus on GCC-specific regulations.
Topic 4: Introduction to Business/Project Valuation in Real Estate - Basic valuation concepts
in the GCC context.
Reflection & Review: Discussing the implications of ethics and valuation principles in the
GCC real estate market.

 



Day 2: Market Research, Analysis, and Valuation Deep Dive in GCC

Topic 1: Market Research in the GCC - Fundamentals and Development Potential Analysis.
Topic 2: Marketability Studies and Idea Refinement in the GCC Context.
Topic 3: Land Acquisition and Control in the GCC - Nonspatial and Spatial Markets.
Topic 4: Advanced Valuation Techniques in the GCC Real Estate Market.
Reflection & Review: Applying market research and valuation insights to GCC-based case
studies.

 

Day 3: Project Development, Public Engagements, and Mergers &
Acquisitions in GCC

Topic 1: Project and Development Teams - Focus on the GCC Market.
Topic 2: Land Planning and Siting in the GCC.
Topic 3: Entitlement Process and Public-Private Partnerships in the GCC.
Topic 4: Basics of Mergers and Acquisitions in GCC Real Estate.
Reflection & Review: Role plays and case studies on M&A scenarios within the GCC.

 

Day 4: Financial Considerations, Construction, and M&A Financials in GCC

Topic 1: Budgeting, Financial Analysis, and Capital Structure in GCC Development Projects.
Topic 2: Contractors, Consultants, and Construction Contracts in the GCC.
Topic 3: Financial Modeling for Mergers and Acquisitions in the GCC Real Estate Market.
Reflection & Review: Financial planning activities related to M&A in the GCC.

 

Day 5: Leasing, Marketing, Future Trends, and M&A Integration in GCC

Topic 1: Leases and Their Use in Value Creation in the GCC.
Topic 2: Marketing Focus of Development in the GCC - Understanding the Target Audience
and Branding Strategies.
Topic 3: Investment Management & Future Trends in the GCC - Including Green
Development and Social Responsibility.
Topic 4: Post-Merger Integration Strategies in the GCC Real Estate Market.
Reflection & Review: Strategies for post-merger scenarios in the GCC real estate sector.

 

How This Course is Different from Other Real Estate Courses:

This is not just another real estate development course. It's a holistic journey through the intricacies
of real estate management courses and the depth of real estate investment courses. While most
programs focus on theory, our real estate investing course content is paired with practical sales
training real estate insights. We take pride in offering the best real estate course which is also a
sought-after real estate certificate course. Our real estate training program, unlike others, has
dedicated training for real estate agents, assistants, and even teams. Equip yourself with the best.



WHO WE ARE

OUR VISION
We aspire to be the top choice training

provider for organizations seeking to

embrace agile business practices. As we

progress towards our vision, our focus

becomes increasingly customer-centric and

agile.

OUR MISSION
We are dedicated to developing value-

adding, customer-centric agile training

courses that deliver a clear return on

investment. Guided by our core agile

values, we ensure our training is actionable

and impactful.

Agile Leaders is a renowned training center with a team of experienced experts in

vocational training and development. With 20 years of industry experience, we are

committed to helping executives and managers replace traditional practices with more

effective and agile approaches.

At Agile Leaders, we offer agile, bite-sized training courses that provide a real-life return on

investment. Our courses focus on enhancing knowledge, improving skills, and changing

attitudes. We achieve this through engaging and interactive training techniques, including

Q&As, live discussions, games, and puzzles.
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Where to
Find Us

Our Training
Cate gories

Gamified and
Interactive Training

You can join our training programs at
our centers located in

We also offer online training sessions
through the Zoom platform.

We understand that training delivery can be challenging, both online and

offline. To ensure engagement and achieve learning objectives, we have

developed our own activities and collaborated with industry-leading

solutions to gamify our training sessions. This approach increases

interaction levels and guarantees effective learning outcomes.

We cover a wide range of training categories to cater to different needs and interests
Branding, Marketing, Customer Relations, & Sales 
Programs
Finance and Accounting Programs
Human Resources Management Programs
Management & Leadership Programs

Political & Public Relations Programs
Project Management Programs
Quality & Process Management
Self-Development Programs

Join Agile Leaders today and embark on a transformative journey towards becoming a more agile and 
effective leader. Experience our customer-centric approach, actionable training, and guaranteed return on 
investment. Let us help you unleash your full potential in the dynamic business landscape.
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